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ABSTRACT. Field measurements of surface deformation across the northern shear margin of Whillans
Ice Stream, West Antarctica, were analyzed to better understand the processes controlling the position
and migration of this margin. Four lines of poles extending �6 km from the interstream ridge into the
shear margin were installed in November 1997 and resurveyed in January 2000, using GPS methods.
A band of arcuate crevasses form where the surficial shear stress reaches �130 kPa, and a chaotic zone
of crevassing occurs where this stress reaches a maximum of �270 kPa. Inspection of the RAMP mosaic
indicates that the band of arcuate crevasses is separated from the chaotic zone by a narrow zone
(�250m) with a relatively undisturbed surface morphology. A force-budget analysis suggests the
transition from no basal sliding to full basal sliding must be restricted to a relatively narrow band,
�1.5 km wide beneath the chaotic zone. On the ice stream, resistance from the bed is near zero and the
driving stress is balanced by gradients in lateral shearing. Basal drag reaches a maximum close to the
shear margin where basal conditions transition from well lubricated (beneath the ice stream) to no basal
slip (beneath the ridge). The zone of elevated basal drag is �4 km wide. Within this zone, lateral drag is
reduced and becomes increasingly restricted to upper layers. Localized meltwater production under the
region of elevated basal drag is similar in magnitude to melting under the ice stream. The uniform bed
morphology, inferred from radar sounding, excludes the presence of abundant basal water either in a
water film at the glacier bed or in a thick saturated till layer. This suggests that most of the meltwater
produced under the shear margin is diverted towards the ice stream, possibly playing a crucial role in
maintaining lubricated conditions allowing streaming flow.

INTRODUCTION
Recent studies show that contemporary ice sheets, as well as
ice sheets throughout the Quaternary, are susceptible to
changes on decadal to millennial timescales (Joughin and
others, 2002; Hemming, 2004; Stearns and others, 2005).
Changes in the geometry of ice sheets have a direct effect on
global sea level as more mass is transferred from the frozen
reservoirs to the world’s oceans. Sea level is currently rising
and grounded ice is likely to be a major contributor to sea-
level rise in the future (Church and others, 2001; Huybrechts
and others, 2004). Most of the ice discharge from grounded
ice sheets is by means of ice streams and outlet glaciers. In
West Antarctica, drainage is achieved primarily through
meandering fast-moving ice streams embedded in the main
body of more sluggishly moving ice. These ice streams, in
particular those on the Siple Coast draining into the Ross Ice
Shelf, have been the subject of extensive studies and field
campaigns since the early 1980s (e.g. Alley and Bind-
schadler, 2001). From these studies, it has become evident
that ice streams are one of the most critical components of
the West Antarctic ice sheet system, yet they are also the
least understood.

The causes for ice streaming, and the mechanical
constraints on its dimensions and high speeds, must be
understood if observed imbalances and future behavior of
the West Antarctic ice sheet are to be comprehended. Ice

streams are characterized by high speeds achieved under
exceptionally low gravitational driving stress. On Whillans
Ice Stream (formerly known as Ice Stream B), the driving
stress ranges between 10 and 20 kPa, while speeds up to
800ma–1 have been measured (Whillans and others, 2001).
This observation indicates that resistance to flow must be
exceptionally small, most likely due to a weakening of
subglacial sediments (Alley and others, 1986; Tulaczyk and
others, 2001). Whillans and others (2001) presented an
estimate of the budget of forces along the length of Whillans
Ice Stream and concluded that most or all of the driving
stress is balanced by drag originating at the lateral margins
where faster-moving ice shears past the almost stagnant
interstream ridges. Subsequent studies (Joughin and others,
2002; Stearns and others, 2005) have confirmed this result.

Perhaps the most striking characteristic of the active Siple
Coast ice streams is the 100-fold contrast in speed between
the fast-moving ice streams and adjacent near-stagnant
interstream ridges. The lateral shear margins represent the
narrow along-flow zone over which the speed contrast is
developed. Strong shearing across vertical planes paralleling
the flow results in bands of severely crevassed ice that can
be traced from deep in the interior (Hodge and Doppel-
hammer, 1996; Jezek, 1999) to beyond the grounding line
on the Ross Ice Shelf (Fahnestock and Bamber, 2001). One
unresolved question is what determines the location of shear
margins, and how these margins migrate laterally. In earlier
models of ice-stream flow, it was assumed that the motion of
ice streams was controlled from the bed, by the extent of
contact with the underlying rock, or by the strength of
possible mobile sediments under the ice. However, several
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studies have indicated that the active ice streams are largely
controlled from their sides (Bindschadler and others, 1987;
Echelmeyer and others, 1994; MacAyeal and others, 1995;
Whillans and Van der Veen, 1997; Whillans and others,
2001; Joughin and others, 2002). The observation that shear
margins are rather narrow indicates that the transition
between well-lubricated flow on the ice stream to a flow

regime dominated by basal friction on the interstream ridge
must be rather sharp. On the ice stream, vertical shear is
negligible and the dominant strain rate is generated by
lateral shear. On the ridges, lateral shear is insignificant and
flow is dominated by vertical shear. The shear margins
represent the region where the shear stress is transformed
from acting on vertical planes parallel to the sides to shear

Table 1. Whillans Ice Stream survey positions

1998 2000

Station Long. Lat. X UTM Y UTM Long. Lat. X UTM Y UTM

8W 8 S m m 8W 8 S m m

SNKE 139.0341042 83.29800889 525609.676 749836.9021 139.0343519 83.29807472 525606.1991 749829.6671
B01 139.0215856 83.30238714 525755.9343 749342.8492 139.0218456 83.30243306 525752.3751 749337.8424
B02 139.00937 83.30656753 525898.8 748870.9792 139.00979 83.30661833 525893.1422 748865.4994
B03 139.0025597 83.30891878 525978.2828 748605.5923 139.0032339 83.30897583 525969.2977 748599.5303
B04 138.9954942 83.31135553 526060.6892 748330.5427 138.9972461 83.31144444 526037.5766 748321.4136
B05 138.9893394 83.31348044 526132.4089 748090.6872 138.9930675 83.31363917 526083.3587 748074.6662
B06 138.9818539 83.31589389 526220.2355 747818.0301 138.9882131 83.31611917 526136.7719 747795.7823
B07 138.9760461 83.31799489 526287.4337 747580.9858 138.9848122 83.31829667 526172.4472 747551.3034
B08 138.9691381 83.32034756 526367.8759 747315.3553 138.9803142 83.32072444 526221.3557 747278.4015
B09 138.9621933 83.32232811 526450.1976 747091.2142 138.9752203 83.32275861 526279.4935 747049.1389
B10 138.9571689 83.32448964 526506.8434 746847.7567 138.9720781 83.32498306 526311.5317 746799.5339
B11 138.9492242 83.32655328 526601.6995 746613.8702 138.9657628 83.3270925 526385.1342 746561.3075
B12 138.9458522 83.32847814 526637.7705 746397.5682 138.9638267 83.32906139 526402.4796 746340.7615
B13 138.9389383 83.33083044 526718.0104 746131.938 138.9585033 83.33147222 526461.9548 746069.3569
B14 138.9307406 83.33309444 526815.1709 745875.5543 138.9518458 83.33378194 526539.0608 745808.6145
B15 138.9224967 83.33537622 526912.7847 745617.1532 138.9450831 83.33610944 526617.3994 745545.8322
B16 138.9147011 83.33750358 527005.1448 745376.1764 138.9386408 83.3382775 526692.1636 745300.9784
B17 138.9067497 83.33964083 527099.4167 745134.0118 138.9319928 83.34046417 526769.4623 745053.9453
B18 138.8987992 83.34182283 527193.4297 744886.8433 138.9253406 83.34268528 526846.62 744803.0596

B30 138.407395 83.29091142 533804.6309 750305.8968 138.4081289 83.29100222 533794.6129 750296.1999
B31 138.4008089 83.29320622 533878.9109 750046.1109 138.4019928 83.2933125 533862.9558 750034.9536
B32 138.3945011 83.29543453 533949.8429 749793.8977 138.3971914 83.29558 533914.0794 749779.2568
B33 138.3884808 83.29761264 534017.2313 749547.4453 138.3934311 83.29782833 533951.7055 749526.307
B34 138.3817239 83.300001 534093.0898 749277.1044 138.3895597 83.30030833 533989.5747 749247.4542
B35 138.376935 83.30208514 534144.8291 749041.8482 138.3870192 83.30245944 534011.7587 749006.0624
B36 138.3696722 83.30417317 534228.6808 748804.6876 138.3820717 83.3046 534065.2737 748764.4267
B37 138.3619211 83.30611547 534319.5653 748583.4781 138.37617 83.30659972 534131.8657 748537.9285
B38 138.3582844 83.30829775 534355.6911 748337.9486 138.3743397 83.30883972 534144.2809 748287.0406
B39 138.3522136 83.31033972 534424.1289 748106.6123 138.3699844 83.31093278 534190.2297 748051.0439
B40 138.3451717 83.31273142 534503.3351 747835.6889 138.3646933 83.31337611 534246.5109 747775.4264
B41 138.3397364 83.31494158 534562.551 747585.9637 138.3607053 83.31562917 534286.7976 747521.799
B42 138.3332706 83.31705906 534635.5736 747345.9522 138.3557111 83.31779194 534340.5681 747277.6385

B58 139.6006061 83.3181275 518177.1102 747806.892 139.6013178 83.31825772 518167.5155 747792.5831
B59 139.5917856 83.32226667 518280.3818 747342.1678 139.5925944 83.32236694 518269.6104 747331.2329
B60 139.5826858 83.326785 518386.0927 746835.0252 139.5838467 83.32687694 518370.7848 746825.1339
B61 139.5775789 83.32917694 518445.7457 746566.4521 139.5796975 83.32929722 518417.9468 746553.7059
B62 139.5725014 83.33146528 518505.2558 746309.4468 139.5764358 83.33164556 518453.7656 746290.5881
B63 139.5680244 83.33364083 518557.2523 746065.216 139.5738539 83.33388111 518481.0595 746040.2724
B64 139.5640169 83.33570444 518603.4416 745833.626 139.5718092 83.33600861 518501.6717 745802.1871
B65 139.5598056 83.33795333 518651.7226 745581.2903 139.5695722 83.33831889 518524.2499 745543.6414
B66 139.5548633 83.34038972 518708.9022 745307.7896 139.5672336 83.34085444 518547.4994 745259.9214
B67 139.5491322 83.34281917 518776.2617 745034.8029 139.5645589 83.34319861 518575.6059 744997.4515
B68 139.5468658 83.34485389 518799.8644 744806.9912 139.5624144 83.3453275 518597.4287 744759.1766

B69 139.6745069 83.32061947 517210.9718 747551.4467 139.6753617 83.32076389 517199.5054 747535.584
B70 139.6620897 83.32471861 517361.5638 747090.2426 139.6631372 83.32486083 517347.6053 747074.6851
B71 139.6487622 83.32893906 517523.4437 746615.1936 139.6502447 83.32908278 517503.8461 746599.6038
B72 139.6412331 83.33136092 517614.6998 746342.6119 139.6434811 83.33152167 517585.1399 746325.3575
B73 139.6340986 83.33363828 517701.1526 746086.2667 139.6382922 83.33386306 517646.224 746062.4656
B74 139.6271986 83.33581386 517784.776 745841.3426 139.6333461 83.33608917 517704.4212 745812.5087
B75 139.6207131 83.33795008 517863.0797 745600.9303 139.6288853 83.33828639 517756.3691 745565.9208
B76 139.6140822 83.34007556 517943.2389 745361.6644 139.6241489 83.34047472 517811.8693 745320.2362
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stress acting on planes parallel to the bed (Whillans and Van
der Veen, 1997, 2001). The nature of this transfer is not
clear, however, due to the complexity of this stress transfer.

In the studies referred to above, the role of lateral drag is
estimated from observations made on the ice stream itself. A
different approach was adopted by Whillans and Van der
Veen (2001) who considered the stagnant ridges adjacent to
the ice stream where measured speeds are typically of the
order of a few meters per year (Whillans and Van der Veen,
1993). They supposed that if lateral drag supports all or part
of the driving stress on the ice stream, then there must be a
region of large basal drag elsewhere. It then follows that
lateral drag supporting the ice stream must be transferred to
basal drag under the interstream ridges, such that, integrated
over the full width of the ice stream and adjacent ridges, the
integrated basal drag equals the total driving force. Another
possibility would be that the reduced basal drag under one
part of the ice stream is accompanied by increased basal
drag elsewhere under the ice stream. However, this requires
along-flow transfer of flow resistance through gradients in
longitudinal stress. Whillans and Van der Veen (1993) and
Whillans and others (2001) used measurements of surface
velocity along the length of Whillans Ice Stream to show that
longitudinal stress gradients are unimportant to the large-
scale dynamics of this ice stream, indicating no along-flow
transfer of resistance over larger distances. On a local scale,
such as along the strain grid near the UpB Camp (located
near the center of the ice stream between the ‘snake’ and
‘Dragon’), gradients in longitudinal stress can become
important (Hulbe and Whillans, 1997; see also Price and
others, 2002).

The objective of the present contribution is to further
investigate the transfer of lateral drag to basal drag under the
interstream ridge using previously unpublished measure-
ments of surface speed derived from strain grids in the shear
margins of three West Antarctic ice streams. Here, we focus
on results for Whillans Ice Stream; results for the strain grids
on Bindschadler and MacAyeal Ice Streams will be
presented in a future paper.

MEASUREMENTS

Four lines of poles were installed at the northern margin of
Whillans Ice Stream, extending �6 km from the interstream
ridge into the shear margin (the ‘snake’). Poles were placed
�250m apart, approximately perpendicular to the direction
of ice-stream flow. Due to intense crevassing at shear
margins, all surveys were conducted on foot by a four- or
five-person rope team. The global positioning system (GPS)
equipment and a Trimble 4000SSI receiver were pulled on
a sled with the compact L1/L2 antenna mounted on a pole.
The transects were initially surveyed in November 1998
and again in January 2000. GPS surveying was carried out
using the ‘stop-and-go’ kinematic method, following Hulbe
and Whillans (1993, 1994). A continuously recording GPS
receiver was located at the base camp (SNKE), and
operated for the duration of each survey (typically a week
or so). A fixed control in each transect, usually the pole
closest to the base station, acted as a tie point between the
line of poles and the base station. Kinematic GPS data
(between poles) and the static GPS data at each subsequent
pole were linked to this fixed point. The base station
collected data at 30 s intervals. All other static (at each pole
and the fixed control station) and kinematic surveys
collected data at 5 s intervals.

The base station and fixed control stations were post-
processed using the GIPSY-OASIS II software package,
which improves the precision of the point position (Zum-
berge and others, 1997). The program incorporates the
Earth’s orientation and precise satellite orbit, as well as clock
solutions derived from NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory’s
independent analysis of global fiducial stations. Formal 1�
(rms) uncertainties for the daily solutions are typically better
than 0.01m for the x, y and z positions (Spikes and others,
2003). The daily solutions are referenced to the International
Terrestrial Reference Frame 1996 (ITRF96) using the World
Geodetic System 1984 (WGS84) ellipsoidal model. The
stop-and-go kinematic survey data for each transect were
processed relative to the fixed control station using Trimble’s

Table 1. (continued)

1998 2000

Station Long. Lat. X UTM Y UTM Long. Lat. X UTM Y UTM

8W 8 S m m 8W 8 S m m

O38 138.9821911 83.31586664 526215.9623 747821.2235 138.9885139 83.31609417 526132.9624 747798.7078
O40 138.9813306 83.31587581 526227.1026 747819.8097 138.9876578 83.31610028 526144.0566 747797.6381
O44 138.9804289 83.31588836 526238.7635 747817.9988 138.9868236 83.31611806 526154.8204 747795.2765
O49 138.9821533 83.31574675 526216.921 747834.5819 138.9883356 83.31596611 526135.7767 747812.9138
O53 138.9808875 83.31588158 526232.834 747818.9636 138.9872497 83.31610778 526149.3267 747796.6164
O54 138.9817753 83.31587117 526221.3451 747820.5294 138.98811 83.31609611 526138.2 747798.3079
O55 138.9820386 83.31571186 526218.5472 747838.4222 138.9881928 83.31593028 526137.7704 747816.8469
O63 138.9822681 83.31577739 526215.3115 747831.2158 138.9884831 83.31599833 526133.7357 747809.3857
O64 138.9825261 83.31586339 526211.6243 747821.7383 138.9888542 83.31609417 526128.5433 747798.8619
O65 138.9823672 83.31580622 526213.911 747828.044 138.9886167 83.31602611 526131.8925 747806.3471
S18 139.0661017 83.28313542 525248.6499 751510.4547 139.0662581 83.28319686 525246.379 751503.6677
S19 139.1272819 83.25453592 524553.7883 754727.8194 139.1273928 83.25459186 524552.1329 754721.6245
S20 139.2121883 83.21448961 523579.4163 759231.5342 139.2122958 83.21454186 523577.8183 759225.748
S21 139.2513461 83.17002889 523213.5122 764208.4183 139.2516289 83.1700705 523209.6187 764203.889
S22 139.2900681 83.12544461 522847.0804 769198.757 139.2903006 83.12547483 522843.8748 769195.4767
S23 139.3281417 83.08103117 522482.112 774169.6199 139.3282269 83.08105911 522480.8752 774166.5349
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proprietary software and precise satellite orbits. This pro-
cessing procedure has been successfully used to calculate
kinematic solutions over baselines of several hundred
kilometers during airborne survey work and extended
ground traverses in West Antarctica, and should be
appropriate for the short baselines used in this study (Spikes
and others, 2003).

Primary products from the GPS surveys are positions in
geodetic coordinates. For further analysis, these coordinates
were transformed to Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM)
coordinates using the coordinate transformation routine
available in ENVI. These coordinates were subsequently
transformed to a local Cartesian system with the origin
defined by the position of the base station during the first
survey, and the x axis approximately in the direction of ice-
stream discharge. For both surveys, these positions are given
in Table 1.

RESULTS
Elevation and surface speed

Three of the four pole lines are considered in this study
(Fig. 1). The short transect formed by poles B69–B76 is not
discussed here because it is very close to transect B58–B68
and results for both lines are essentially the same. Relative
elevations and derived velocities are shown in Figure 2. The
origin of the local coordinate system is at the base station
(SNKE) and the x axis is chosen to be the direction of speed
nearest to the center of the ice stream (i.e. at station B18).
Crevasse patterns indicated in this and following figures are
discussed in a later section.

In contrast to the southern shear margin where elevation
contours are mostly parallel to the direction of ice-stream
flow (Whillans and Van der Veen, 2001, fig. 4), the contour
map in Figure 2 suggests a significant local component of

Fig. 1. Location of survey lines across the northern shear margin of Whillans Ice Stream overlain on a portion of the RADARSAT-1 Antarctic
Mapping Project (RAMP) mosaic.

Fig. 2. Surface elevation contours obtained from gridding GPS measurements at survey stations (black dots; estimated elevation
accuracy 0.01m). Arrows represent ice velocity at survey stations. The dark gray band corresponds to the zone of arcuate crevasses, while
the lighter gray band represents a narrow zone of relatively undisturbed surface topography, separating the arcuate crevasses from the
chaotic zone.
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driving stress acting in the flow direction. At the most
inboard station, B18, the local along-flow driving stress is
�22 kPa, or about twice the width-averaged driving stress
on the ice stream proper. At the eastern edge of the study
area (near transect B58–B68), surface slopes are even
steeper, resulting in exceptionally large driving stress
(�90 kPa). (Note that elevations along the B69–B76 transect
are incorporated into the contour map shown in Figure 2,
so the steep gradients in elevation near x ¼ 8 km are not an
edge effect of the gridding routine. Of course, due to the
lack of stations between the three lines, the exact shape of
the contours in these regions is poorly constrained.) The
significance of the comparatively large driving stress is not
entirely clear, as this survey was conducted mostly in the
chaotic zone where the surface topography is highly
irregular. Moreover, inspection of elevations from the
OSU (Ohio State University) digital elevation model (Jezek
and others, 1999; Liu and others, 1999) shows these slopes
to be very localized. Considered over greater distances
(�10 km), the ice-stream parallel component of surface
slope on the ridge is small, resulting in a lower driving
stress of �12 kPa.

Velocities measured along the three transects are shown
in Figure 3. The speed rapidly increases from near zero on
the interstream ridge to several hundred meters per year at
the inboard edge of the chaotic zone. Near the center line of
Whillans Ice Stream, ice speed is 450ma–1 (Whillans and
Van der Veen, 1993), i.e. over a 3–4 km narrow zone, ice

speed increases from essentially zero to about 75% of the
center line speed.

Figure 4 shows a comparison between the velocities
along the B30–B42 gridline and those derived from
interferometric synthetic aperture radar (InSAR) (Joughin
and others, 2002). The latter dataset covers much of the
Siple Coast ice streams, revealing a complex network of
feeder tributaries (Joughin and others, 1999). The velocity
field was derived from 6days of repeat coverage from the
RADARSAT-1 mission in October 1997, which achieved
the first complete high-resolution (25m) radar imaging of
the entire Antarctic continent (Jezek, 1999, 2003). Gen-
erally, there is a good agreement between the two unrelated
velocity datasets; the different shapes of the profiles likely
reflect that the two profiles are not exactly overlapping.

Shear strain rate and shear stress
The lateral shearing rate and associated shear stress are
necessary to determine the importance of lateral drag on the
dynamics of the ice stream. At the surface, the dominant
velocity gradient is @u=@y, where u represents the along-
flow component of velocity, and y the horizontal direction
perpendicular to the ice stream. The shear strain rate may
then be calculated from

_"xy ¼ 1
2
@u
@y

ð1Þ
with the corresponding surface shear stress

Rxy ¼ B _"1=nxy , ð2Þ
where B is the temperature-dependent rate factor and n ¼ 3
is the flow-law exponent. For the rate factor, the value
B ¼ 700 kPa a1/3 is used, appropriate for the colder upper
layers (Whillans and Van der Veen, 2001). Results of these
calculations are shown in Figures 5 and 6.

The shear strain rate increases rapidly from zero on the
interstream ridge to a maximum of 0.06 a–1 at the edge of the
chaotic zone. The corresponding near-surface shear stress is
�270 kPa.

Comparison with radar sounding
In 1998, a surface-based ice-penetrating radar system was
used to measure surface and bed elevations as well as
internal layers across the margins of Whillans and MacAyeal
Ice Streams (Raymond and others, 2006). In the margin of
Whillans Ice Stream, radar profiles extend from stations B7
and B68 onto the interstream ridge. For both transects, the
position of the shear margin does not appear to be
associated with any significant bed topography.

Fig. 3. Measured surface speed along the three transects. The dark
gray band corresponds to the zone of arcuate crevasses, while the
light gray band represents the chaotic zone.

Fig. 4. Comparison between GPS-derived velocities along the
B30–B42 transect and velocities obtained from interferometry.
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Across the northern shear margin of Whillans Ice Stream,
internal layers beneath the heavily crevassed chaotic zone
are warped but remain continuous. None of the radar
profiles show a change in bed reflectivity or energy returned
from internal layers, as would be expected with a transition
from a well-lubricated bed under the ice stream to the high-
basal-drag ridge (Raymond and others, 2006). The impli-
cation is that the region of maximum shear does not directly
overlie a transition in bed morphology. A similar result was
obtained by Catania and others (2003) who considered bed
reflectivity across several relict ice-stream margins. Their
measurements show a jump in bed reflectivity from low to
high values several kilometers to the ice-stream side of the
outermost buried crevasses. They interpret this jump in
reflectivity as a transition from frozen to thawed basal
conditions. While it is possible that the transition from
frozen to thawed conditions has migrated inward since the
shutdown of the ice streams studied, as noted by Catania
and others (2003), the results of Raymond and others (2006)
suggest that the transition from streaming flow to internal
deformation on the ridges may be more complex and
involve a broader region than suggested by measurements of
surface speed only.

Crevasse patterns
Based on aerial photography, Vornberger and Whillans
(1986) provided a description of visible features across the
margins of Whillans Ice Stream. The outermost part of
each margin consists of a band of large, widely spaced
(50–100m) arcuate crevasses. Bordering this band on the
ice-stream side is the chaotic zone, with intersecting
crevasses dissecting the surface. Vornberger and Whillans
(1986) presume that major shearing between the ice stream
and adjacent ridge occurs within this chaotic zone. The
measurements of Echelmeyer and others (1994, fig. 2),
confirmed this inference. Overlaying the survey stations on
the RADARSAT map (Fig. 1) allows the arcuate crevasses and
chaotic zone to be mapped relative to these stations. This
comparison shows that maximum shearing occurs inside the
chaotic zone (Fig. 5).

Vornberger and Whillans (1990) developed a simple
model for the development of crevasses by calculating
particle trajectories in a specified two-dimensional velocity
field. The results indicate that the outermost curved cre-
vasses are initiated by lateral shear and subsequently rotated
under the combined action of flow in the down-glacier
direction and transverse flow from the ridge into the ice
stream. The narrow band of arcuate crevasses starts where
the lateral shear stress at the surface is �130 kPa (Fig. 6).
Neglecting other components of stress acting in the hori-
zontal plane, the corresponding principal tensile stress is
�90 kPa, oriented at 458. Such a stress is sufficient to initiate
fracturing and crevasse formation on glacial ice (Van der
Veen, 1998, 1999b).

The RADARSAT image (Fig. 1) indicates that the chaotic
zone does not directly abut the band of arcuate crevasses.
Instead, there appears to be a narrow zone of relatively
undisturbed surface. Such a band has not been reported by
previous workers, although the SPOT (Système Probatoire
pour l’Observation de la Terre) image of the ‘Dragon’ shear
margin in Whillans and Van der Veen (2001) also suggests
the presence of a band with a less chaotic surface morph-
ology separating the true chaotic zone from the outermost
crevasses. A possible explanation for the crevasse-free zone
is that the arcuate crevasses develop at isolated locations
along the flank of the shear margin, perhaps in regions
where there are transverse increases in shear stress that push
the margin of the chaotic zone further towards the inter-
stream ridge. The crevasse-free zone develops as the motion
of the arcuate crevasses causes the now relict features to
diverge from the edge of the chaotic zone.

INTERPRETATION
Force balance on the ice stream
The role of lateral drag in supporting the driving stress on the
ice stream can be readily estimated from the following
expression, derived by integrating the depth-averaged force-
balance equation over the half-width of the ice stream (Van
der Veen, 1999a, section 5.6):

Flat ¼ H �S
W

, ð3Þ
where H represents the ice thickness at the margin, � s the
maximum value of Rxy averaged over the ice column and W
the half-width of the ice stream. For Whillans Ice Stream,
H ¼ 1000m, � s ¼ 200 kPa and W ¼ 17 km, giving Flat ¼
12 kPa, compared to a width-averaged driving stress of

Fig. 5. Derived shear strain rate along the three transects. The dark
gray band corresponds to the zone of arcuate crevasses, while the
light gray band represents the chaotic zone.
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13 kPa (Stearns and others, 2005). Thus, basal drag under the
ice stream accounts for only �1 kPa of resistance to flow,
confirming earlier estimates of the relative roles of basal and
lateral drags. There is some uncertainty due to possible
weakening of ice in the shear margin (Jackson and Kamb,
1997), but this does not affect the general conclusion that
lateral drag provides most of the resistance to flow of the ice
stream. It should be noted that the value for � s is estimated
from the lateral shear stress at the surface, using a depth-
averaged value for the rate factor. While this is a sufficiently
good first approximation for estimating the role of lateral
drag on the motion of the ice stream, this procedure is not
fully correct, as suggested by the results discussed below.

Lateral shear concentrated at the ice-stream margins must
be transferred to basal drag under the shear margin or
interstream ridge. The unsupported driving stress (12 kPa)
acts over a half-width of 17 km of the ice stream; thus,
outboard of the ice stream must be a region of increased
basal drag that supports a total of 2�108 Pam. To investigate
this zone of high basal drag and the nature of transfer of stress
from shear in horizontal planes to vertical shear, the model
developed byWhillans and Van der Veen (2001) is applied to
strain measurements along the central line of survey poles.

Basal drag across the margin
The vertical shearing rate is linked to the vertical shear stress,
Rxz, by invokingGlen’s flow law (Van der Veen, 1999a, p. 38):

@u
@z

¼ 2
Rn�1
e

Bn Rxz , ð4Þ
where

Re ¼ R2
xz þ R2

xy

� �1=2
ð5Þ

represents the effective shear stress. The assumption is made
here that other components of stress do not contribute
significantly to the effective stress. Note that all parameters
in these expressions represent quantities that vary over the
ice thickness and are thus functions of the vertical co-
ordinate z.

Integrating Equation (4) over the full ice thickness gives

uðhÞ � uðbÞ ¼
Z h

b
2
Rn�1
e

Bn Rxz dz, ð6Þ

where z ¼ h represents the upper ice surface and z ¼ b the
ice/substrate interface. To evaluate the integral, the depth
variation of the integrand needs to be known. Following
Whillans and Van der Veen (2001), the expression

Rn�1
e

Bn Rxz

� �1=n
¼ h � z

H

� �m �b
Bb

ð7Þ

is adopted, in which �b ¼ Rxz(b) represents basal drag in the
direction of ice-stream flow and Bb represents the rate factor
corresponding to the warmer, basal ice layers, where most of
the vertical shearing is concentrated. Equation (7) effectively
prescribes how the vertical shear strain rate, and hence the
deformational component of ice velocity, varies with depth.
For isothermal laminar flow, m ¼ 1 and the vertical shear
stress increases linearly with depth from zero at the surface
to the maximum value (equal to basal drag) at the bed (Van
der Veen, 1999a, section 5.1). In the following analysis, the
value m ¼ 2 is used to account for the depth variation in the
rate factor. As discussed below in the sensitivity analysis, this
parameter choice has little effect on the results. For the

deep-ice rate factor, the value Bb ¼ 120 kPa a1/3 is adopted,
following Whillans and Van der Veen (2001).

Evaluating the integral in Equation (6) yields an expres-
sion from which basal drag can be estimated:

�b ¼ Bb
mn þ 1
2H

uðhÞð1� SÞ
� �1=n

ð8Þ

(Whillans and Van der Veen, 2001). In this expression,
S ¼ u(b)/u(h) represents the ratio of sliding speed and
surface velocity.

To estimate basal drag from Equation (8), the sliding
ratio, S, must be known. Because it is not a priori obvious
where the transition from no-sliding to sliding is located, we
start with the assumption that S ¼ 0 (no basal motion) along
the gridline to arrive at a first guess for basal drag and
integrated basal resistance under the ridge. Based on that
result, the sliding parameter is estimated via forward
modeling to vary in such a way that integrated basal
resistance under the ridge equals the width-integrated
driving stress on the ice stream.

Figure 7 shows calculated basal drag for the case of no
basal slip (S ¼ 0). For ease of discussion, measured surface

Fig. 6. Shear stress along the three transects, calculated from the
strain rates shown in Figure 5 using Glen’s flow law with a rate
factor B ¼ 700 kPa a1/3. The dark gray band corresponds to the zone
of arcuate crevasses, while the light gray band represents the
chaotic zone.
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speeds and derived strain rates are shown in the upper two
panels. Along the survey line, basal drag increases towards
the ice stream, as was to be expected because basal sliding is
not included in this calculation. The bottom panel in Figure 7
shows the integrated excess basal resistance defined as

FbedðyÞ ¼
Z y

0
�bð�yÞ � �d ð�yÞ½ � d�y, ð9Þ

where �d(y) represents the local driving stress (taken to be
12 kPa). The small contribution to the integral from the

region not covered by the poles is neglected. Fbed represents
resistance available to support the nearly frictionless ice
stream. The total resistance actually required to support the
adjacent ice stream (2� 108 Pam) is indicated by the dashed
line in the bottom panel. Thus, outboard of station B14 at
y ¼ 4.1 km, excess basal resistance is sufficient to oppose
the driving stress on the ice stream. Consequently, inboard of
this station, basal drag must be significantly smaller: equal to
the local driving stress or less. To achieve this, sliding must
be included. One possibility is to set the sliding ratio, S,

Fig. 7. Results of the force-balance calculation for the central line of
survey poles for the case of no basal sliding. The upper panels show
measured surface speed and shear strain rate. The third panel shows
basal drag calculated from Equation (8). The bottom panel shows
integrated basal resistance as defined in Equation (9); the horizontal
dashed line corresponds to net basal resistance required to balance
the driving stress on the ice stream.

Fig. 8. Results of the force-balance calculation for the central line of
poles with inclusion of basal sliding. The top panel shows the
prescribed sliding ratio with the transition from no sliding (S ¼ 0) to
all sliding (S ¼ 1) occurring over a zone of �2 km wide. The second
panel shows calculated basal drag and the third panel the
integrated basal resistance. The bottom panel shows the stress
guide calculated from Equation (13).
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equal to unity inboard of B14. More realistic, perhaps, is to
assume this ratio increases more gradually over a distance of
one or two ice thicknesses. It may be noted that if the width
of this transition region is too great, basal drag remains too
small for Fbed to reach the value required for balancing the
driving stress on the ice stream. In other words, the transition
from all sliding on the ice-stream side to no basal slip on the
interstream ridge must occur over a narrow zone. Further-
more, the general shape of the functional change of the
sliding ratio across the shear margin must be similar to that
adopted here. For example, allowing a small component of
deformational velocity on the ice stream (that is, S < 1)
results in too much integrated basal resistance, while shifting
the transition from no-sliding to sliding more towards the
interstream ridge leads to insufficient basal resistance to
support the main body of the ice stream. The prescribed
sliding ratio is shown in the top panel of Figure 8;
corresponding basal drag and integrated basal resistance
are shown in the second and third panels. After reaching a
maximum slightly less than 100 kPa, basal drag decreases
rapidly towards the ice stream, due to the transition from no-
sliding to sliding. On the ice-stream side of the survey line,
basal drag is negligible. With this result, the transfer of stress
can be investigated further.

Transmission of stress
The balance of forces integrated over the ice thickness
reduces to (Whillans and Van der Veen, 2001)

@

@y

Z h

b
RxyðzÞ dz ¼ �b � �d ð10Þ

in which the y axis is perpendicular to the shear margin.
Following Whillans and Van der Veen (2001), a stress guide,
�(y), is introduced:Z h

b
RxyðzÞ dz ¼ �ðyÞHRxyðhÞ: ð11Þ

This stress guide accounts for the depth variation in lateral
shear stress and represents the fractional depth over which
the surface stress acts. For the case that this stress is constant
over the full ice thickness, �(y) ¼ 1. With this parameter-
ization, the balance equation becomes

@

@y
�ðyÞHRxyðhÞ
� � ¼ �b � �d ð12Þ

which can be integrated to find an expression for the stress
guide:

�ðyÞ ¼ 1
HRxy

Z y

0
�bð�yÞ � �dð�yÞ½ � d�y: ð13Þ

Here the assumption is made that the stress-guide factor is
zero at the outboard end of the survey line (y ¼ 0), thus
neglecting any contribution to the integral from excess basal
drag outboard of the survey line. In Equation (13), Rxy

represents the lateral shear stress at the surface shown in the
middle panel in Figure 6.

The calculated stress guide is shown in the bottom panel
of Figure 8. On the ridge side, the stress guide is small, as
was to be expected since the integrated basal resistance is
small there. Going towards the ice stream, the stress guide
increases to 0.94, indicating that the surface lateral shear
acts over 94% of the ice thickness. As basal drag drops to
zero and the integrated basal resistance starts to decrease,
the stress guide begins to decrease also. The survey line does
not extend far enough into the ice stream to evaluate the

stress guide on the ice stream proper, but its value there
should be equal to the ratio of the depth-averaged rate factor
to the surface value of the rate factor (� 0.77).

The variation of the stress guide along the survey line is
essentially different from that presented in Whillans and Van
der Veen (2001, fig. 5e), which shows a decrease in stress
guide from unity on the interstream ridge to about 0.4 at
the ice-stream end of the Dragon grid. That result is
wrong and our recalculation of the stress guide for the
Dragon grid shows a pattern similar to that shown in
Figure 8. A programming error caused the erroneous result
presented by Whillans and Van der Veen (2001). Apart from
the discussion in Whillans and Van der Veen (2001)
pertaining to the stress guide and its variation across the
shear margin, the conclusions reached in that paper are still
supported by their analysis, and, in particular, calculated
basal drag (Whillans and Van der Veen, 2001, fig. 5f) is
correct inasmuch as the adopted model is correct, of course.

The maximum in basal drag is �1 km inboard of where
lateral shearing at the surface reaches its maximum (Fig. 9).
While this might appear to be violating the horizontal

Fig. 9. Variation of stresses across the shear margin. The top panel
shows calculated basal resistance; the middle panel shows the
lateral shear stress at the surface evaluated from measured surface
velocities, while the third panel shows the inferred depth-averaged
lateral shear stress obtained by multiplying the surface value of the
lateral shear stress and the stress guide.
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balance equation (10), it should be kept in mind that this
balance equation calls for the depth-integrated lateral shear
stress. This average is obtained by multiplying the shear
stress at the surface with the inferred stress guide and is
shown in the third panel in Figure 9. As should be the case,
the depth-averaged shear stress is maximum on the ice-
stream side of the shear margin, where basal drag vanishes.
Thus, if the margin of the ice stream is defined as the
location where basal drag becomes important, that position
does not coincide with where shearing at the surface is
greatest. Additionally, our results indicate that the depth-
averaged shear stress cannot be simply estimated from
velocity gradients measured at the surface and applying an
appropriate depth-averaged rate factor. This results from the
contribution of both lateral and vertical shear to the effective
stress in the marginal zone.

Sensitivity of model results
Two sources of uncertainty contribute to uncertainty in
calculated basal drag, namely measurement errors and
unknown parameter values. In Equation (8), from which
basal drag is calculated, the measured quantities are the
surface velocity, u(h), and ice thickness, H, while the deep
rate factor, Bb, and the exponent, m, represent parameters
whose values are uncertain.

How measurement errors affect calculated basal drag can
be evaluated from the standard formula for error propagation
which yields for the relative error

��b
�b

¼ 1
n
�uðhÞ
uðhÞ þ 1

n
�H
H

: ð14Þ

The estimated error in GPS-determined positions is 0.01m
or less (Spikes and others, 2003), giving an error in velocity

of about 0.015ma–1. On the ridge side of the survey line,
the surface speed is 1.5ma–1 and the relative error in
velocity is 10%; on the ice-stream side, this relative error is
significantly smaller. The corresponding relative error in
calculated basal drag is thus �3% on the ridge side of the
survey line and much smaller on the other end of the line
(using n ¼ 3). For the ice thickness, we estimate a relative
error of 10%, giving a relative error in basal drag of 3%.
Combining the two error estimates, the relative error in
calculated basal drag is 6% or less. Compared to the effects
of parameter uncertainties, this error is inconsequential.

Figure 10 illustrates the sensitivity of basal drag, �b, and
depth-averaged lateral shear stress, �S, to the values of the
deep rate factor, Bb, and exponent, m. Of these two
parameters, uncertainty in the deep rate factor has the
greatest impact on calculated basal drag and lateral shear
stress. A small value (curves labeled ‘1’) produces smaller
values of basal drag and hence a wider region where drag at
the glacier base exceeds the local driving stress. Increasing
the rate factor has the opposite effect and leads to larger
values in basal drag but over a narrower region (curves ‘2’).
As noted previously by Whillans and Van der Veen (2001),
the choice for the value of the exponent m in Equation (7)
has only a minor effect on the model results (curves ‘3’–‘5’).

Meltwater production
The narrow zone of elevated basal drag suggests that
meltwater production may be important under the ridge.
Assuming the basal ice is at the pressure-melting point, the
rate of melting or freezing is determined by the balance
between the geothermal heat flux, frictional heating associ-
ated with sliding over the bed and upward heat conduction.
That is (Lingle and Brown, 1987),

M ¼ 1
Li�

G � k
@T
@z

ðbÞ þ �buðbÞ
� �

, ð15Þ

where Li ¼ 333.5 kJ kg–1 represents the latent heat of fusion,
� ¼ 917 kgm–3 is the density of ice and k ¼ 2.1W (mK)–1

is the thermal conductivity of ice. For the geothermal heat
flux, the value G ¼ 0.06Wm–2 (Whillans and Bindschad-
ler, 1988) is adopted. No temperature profiles to the
bed are available for the interstream ridge, and the high
value measured on the adjacent ice stream, @T=@zðbÞ ¼
0:04Km–1 (Engelhardt and others, 1990) is used here. This
high value may overestimate upward heat conduction and
thus underestimate calculated melt rates, but the effect is
minor given that frictional heating (the third term in
parentheses in Equation (15)) is dominant in the region
considered.

Frictional heating across the shear margin can be
estimated from the results shown in Figure 8 recognizing
that the basal velocity equals the surface speed multiplied by
the sliding parameter. The result of this calculation is shown
in Figure 11. Under the ridge where sliding is zero, the basal
freeze-on rate is �2mma–1 (this could be somewhat less if a
smaller value for the basal temperature gradient is used). In
the region of onset of basal sliding, the combination of sliding
and high basal drag results in melting rates reaching
40mma–1. Going further towards the ice stream, the melt
rate decreases as basal drag decreases rapidly. Near the
center of the ice stream, the estimated melt rate is �2mma–1

(Stearns and others, 2005). Thus, melting under the chaotic
zone is an order of magnitude greater than melt rates under

Fig. 10. Sensitivity of calculated basal drag (upper panel) and
depth-averaged lateral shear stress (lower panel) to parameter
values. Labeled curves correspond to: 1: Bb ¼ 80 kPa a1/3, m ¼ 2;
2: Bb ¼ 200 kPa a1/3, m ¼ 2; 3: Bb ¼ 120 kPa a1/3, m ¼ 1;
4: Bb ¼ 120 kPa a1/3, m ¼ 3; 5: Bb ¼ 120 kPa a1/3, m ¼ 4.
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the main body of the ice stream. We propose that this
concentrated melting is the process by which shear margins
migrate outward.

The estimated void ratio of till beneath Whillans Ice
Stream is 0.6–0.7 (Kamb, 1991; Tulaczyk and others,
2000a). Assuming a void ratio of 0.65, a 5m thick sediment
layer contains the equivalent of 2m of water, corresponding
to 2000 years of basal melting at a rate of 1mma–1 (Tulaczyk
and others, 2000b). Under the chaotic zone, the larger basal
melt rate may allow basal sediments to become water-
saturated more rapidly, resulting in a widening of the ice
stream. With a melt rate of 40mma–1, a 5m thick sediment
layer would be fully water-saturated after �50 years, re-
sulting in lowering of basal resistance and outward
migration of the region of large basal drag.

DISCUSSION
While the model developed by Whillans and Van der Veen
(2001) is based on a number of simplifying assumptions
allowing a solution to be derived, it does incorporate the
essential physical processes believed to be important in the
transfer from shearing in horizontal planes to vertical shear.
Perhaps the most contentious model assumption is the
prescribed vertical variation in vertical shear (Equation (7)).
In essence, this corresponds to prescribing the depth
variation of the effective viscosity of ice. Other functional
forms could be adopted, such as constant effective ice
viscosity (Schoof, 2004), or exponentially increasing with
height above the bed (Guðmundsson and others, 1998).
However, qualitatively, the results presented in Figures 7–9
are not importantly affected by the choice for the
exponent, m, suggesting that the precise nature of the
depth variation of effective viscosity is of secondary
importance for calculated basal drag and lateral shear
stress. The value of the deep rate factor, Bb, affects the
magnitude of calculated basal drag and the width of the
region of large drag, but qualitatively, results are unaffected
(Fig. 10). Thus, the results obtained here appear to be robust
and can be used to qualitatively describe the stress
transition in this shear margin. It should be pointed out
that the model as formulated applied here is not a true
inversion problem as implied by Schoof (2004, p. 217).
Rather, measurements of surface speed are used to infer
basal drag by integrating the vertical shear strain rate over
the entire ice thickness, adopting Glen’s flow law to link the
strain rate to the vertical shear stress. By introducing the
sliding ratio, the difficulty of selecting an appropriate sliding
relation is circumvented here.

On the ice stream, resistance from the bed is near zero
and the driving stress is balanced by gradients in lateral
shearing. As the margins are approached, basal drag
increases rapidly and basal conditions transition from well
lubricated to no basal slip. Basal drag decreases further onto
the ridge. For the northern shear margin, the zone of
elevated basal drag is �4 km wide. This width is not
significantly affected by the prescribed transition from
sliding to no-sliding. Over this region, lateral drag decreases
towards the ice ridge and becomes increasingly limited to
acting over the upper layers only. The maximum in basal
drag lies inboard of where lateral shearing at the surface is
maximum.

The present model does not include enough constraints to
yield a unique solution. In particular, the transition from

sliding to no-sliding may be different from that assumed here
(Fig. 8, top panel). Nevertheless, some constraints are
imposed by the requirement that basal drag across the
margin must be large enough to support the adjacent ice
stream. In the present model, this requires a rather narrow
zone over which the sliding fraction increases from zero on
the ridge side, to unity on the ice-stream side. In this narrow
zone, a significant amount of meltwater is produced.

Clearly, given the inferred large value of basal resistance
under the chaotic zone, this region cannot be underlain by a
weak sedimentary layer as is the case under the ice stream.
At the same time, some lubricating water layer must be
present to allow for basal sliding. A thin water layer (several
mm or less) separating the subglacial sediments from the ice
is consistent with the low-reflectivity returns observed by
Raymond and others (2006), but it appears that most of the
remaining meltwater produced in the region of elevated
basal drag is diverted elsewhere. Some of this meltwater may
be frozen on outboard of this region, but the bulk of the
water produced must either percolate downward into the
sediments, or be diverted under the ice stream. Wholesale
storage in subglacial sediments appears to be incompatible
with the results of the radar profiling as well as the
requirement of a sufficiently strong bed to support large
basal drag, as this would rapidly produce a weak water-
saturated sediment layer of substantial thickness. More likely
is the possibility that much of the meltwater produced under
the shear margin is rerouted towards the center of the ice
stream, providing additional lubrication and aiding in
maintaining water-saturated conditions under the ice stream
required for fast flow with near-zero basal resistance.

The observation that only a fraction of the locally
produced meltwater is used to mobilize subglacial sedi-
ments indicates that the available void space in these
subglacial deposits must be small. As noted above, the void
ratio of till under Whillans Ice Stream ranges from 0.6 to 0.7
(Kamb, 1991; Tulaczyk and others, 2000a), which would
accommodate a substantial influx of meltwater. Since this
does not happen, much of the void space must be filled with
frozen water, and mobilizing this sediment is achieved
primarily by melting of the ice occupying these voids. Given
that this requires transferal of heat generated at the base of
the ice to within the sediments, mobilization may be
expected to be less rapid than for the case of saturating
basal sediments with a significant void ratio. A further
inference is that the shear margins may contribute signifi-
cantly to the water balance under the ice stream. If all

Fig. 11. Estimated basal melt rate under the middle transect.
Negative melt rates correspond to basal freeze-on.
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meltwater produced under the chaotic zone is distributed
evenly under the ice stream, this input would correspond to
�2mma–1 of additional water (per unit area), or about twice
the estimated melt rate under the ice stream.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
The present study extends the previous work of Whillans and
Van der Veen (2001) in evaluating the transmission of stress
from a fast-moving ice stream to the adjacent near-stagnant
interstream ridge. The survey line considered in this study
covers the region from vanishing basal drag under the ice
stream to small basal drag on the interstream ridge. Under
the chaotic zone is a narrow region (�4 km wide) where
drag at the glacier base is large; this excess basal drag
essentially supports the driving stress on the ice stream.
Further, the transition from ice motion dominated by basal
sliding to internal deformation only is restricted to a narrow
band, 1–2 km wide.

As concluded by Raymond and others (2006), lubrication
under the shear margin must have different characteristics
from that under the main body of the ice stream. Some thin
layer of dilated till may be present under the margin, but
most of the locally produced meltwater must be diverted
under the ice stream. Our results suggest that the amount of
meltwater produced under the chaotic zone is about twice
the amount produced under the ice stream. This suggests
that the shear margins may be controlling the motion of the
ice stream not only by providing support for the gravitational
driving stress, but also by facilitating weakening of sediment
under the ice stream. If this view is correct, the implication is
that studies of ice-stream stability that consider only the
coupling between glacier speed, local basal drag and
meltwater production under the ice stream may not fully
incorporate all of the controlling processes.
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